Exposure to intense noise can damage the stereocilia of sensory hair cells in the inner ear. Since stereocilia play a vital role in the transduction of sound from a mechanical stimulus into an electrical one, this pathology is thought to contribute to noise-induced hearing loss. Mice homozygous for null mutations in either the myosin VIIa (Myo7a) or cadherin 23 (Cdh23) genes are deaf and have disorganized stereocilia bundles. We show that mice heterozygous for a presumed null allele of Cdh23 (Cdh23 v ) have low-and high-frequency hearing loss at 5-6 weeks of age, the high-frequency component of which worsens with increasing age. We also show that noise-induced hearing loss in 11-12-week-old Cdh23 v heterozygotes is two times greater than for wild-type littermates. Interestingly, these effects are dependent upon the genetic background on which the Cdh23 v mutation is carried. Noise-induced hearing loss in 11-12-week-old mice heterozygous for a null allele of Myo7a (Myo7a 4626SB ) is not significantly different from wildtype littermates. CDH23 is the first gene known to cause deafness in the human population to be linked with predisposition to noise-induced hearing loss.
INTRODUCTION
Deafness is an extremely common disorder within the aging population with approximately 40% of people over the age of 60 suffering a hearing loss greater than 25 dB (Davis 1989) . Genetic predisposition to environmental insults (e.g., noise and ototoxic compounds) has been shown to contribute to age-related deafness. For example, the A1555G substitution in 12S rRNA predisposes individuals to aminoglycoside-induced deafness, and in mice susceptibility to noise-induced hearing loss varies considerably between strains suggesting a genetic origin (Prezant et al. 1993; Erway et al. 1996; Yoshida et al. 2000) . Indeed, the loss of function of several genes has been shown to increase susceptibility to noiseinduced hearing loss in mice. These genes include Cu/Zn-superoxide dismutase (Sod1) and glutathione peroxidase (Gpx1), which both encode enzymes involved in reducing the levels of reactive oxygen species, Slc1a3, which encodes a glutamate transporter, and plasma membrane calcium ATPase isoform 2 (Atp2b2), which encodes a calcium pump (Ohlemiller et al. 1999 (Ohlemiller et al. , 2000 Hakuba et al. 2000; Kozel et al. 2002) .
Exposure to intense noise damages a variety of cell types within the inner ear (Saunders et al. 1985; Wang et al. 2002) . Damage to the sensory hair cell includes the splaying, fusion, and sporadic loss of stereocilia (Saunders et al. 1985; Wang et al. 2002) . These hairlike structures on the apical surface of hair cells are normally organized in precise bundles that are deflected by the vibration of sound causing extracellular links that run between adjacent stereocilia to be stretched. Links at the tip of the stereocilia are believed to gate transduction channels (Hudspeth 1989) . Thus, stereocilia are essential for normal sound transduction.
It is therefore not surprising that deafness in several mouse mutants is associated with stereocilia defects (reviewed by Steel and Kros 2001) . Waltzer and shaker1 mutants both have disorganized stereocilia bundles caused by mutations in cadherin 23 (Cdh23) and myosin VIIa (Myo7a), respectively Self et al. 1998; Di Palma et al. 2001; Holme and Steel 2002) . CDH23 is mutated in Usher's syndrome type 1D (USH1D) and MYO7A in USH1B patients (Weil et al. 1995; Bolz et al. 2001; Bork et al. 2001) . Patients with USH1 are congenitally deaf, have vestibular dysfunction, and develop retinitis pigmentosa (Smith et al. 1994) . Both genes have also been shown to underlie nonsyndromic forms of deafness (Liu et al. 1997a,b; Weil et al. 1997; Bork et al. 2001) . Recently, Myo7a and Cdh23 were both shown to bind to harmonin suggesting that these molecules form a functional complex within the stereocilia (Boeda et al. 2002) . Cdh23 may form links between adjacent stereocilia, with Myo7a anchoring the whole complex to the actin core (Di Palma et al. 2001; Kros et al. 2002) .
Since Cdh23 and Myo7a are required for the proper organization of the stereocilia bundle and these structures are damaged by intense noise, we have explored the possibility that mice heterozygous for recessive mutations in these genes are predisposed to noise-induced hearing loss. Our findings show that mice heterozygous for a presumed null mutation of Cdh23 are predisposed to noise-induced hearing loss and provide evidence for the existence of a modifier(s) of Cdh23 or a hypomorphic allele of Cdh23. We found no evidence to suggest that mice heterozygous for a null mutation of Myo7a are predisposed to noiseinduced hearing loss. This is the first report linking a gene that is known to cause deafness in the human population with predisposition to noise-induced hearing loss.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mice
All mice were housed and used in accordance with UK Home Office regulations. The Cdh23 v mutation (waltzer, v) arose spontaneously on a heterogeneous genetic background. We obtained this allele from Harwell, UK, and have since outcrossed and intercrossed twice to CBA/Ca. The genetic background of Cdh23 v mice used in this study was approximately 75% CBA/Ca and 25% unknown heterogeneous background. The Myo7a 4626SB mutation (shaker1, sh1) arose in a N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea-mutagenized BALBc male and was repeatedly backcrossed to the BS inbred strain (Rinchik et al. 1990 ). This stock has since been outcrossed once to CBA/Ca and maintained since by intercrossing. The genetic background of Myo7a 4626SB mice used in this study was approximately 50% CBA/Ca, 50% BS, and some BALBc. Both the mutations are predicted to be functionally null (Hasson et al. 1997b; Mburu et al. 1997; Wilson et al. 2001 ). Mice were genotyped for the Cdh23 v and Myo7a 4626SB mutations using the molecular assays described by Holme and Steel (2002) .
Noise exposure
Mice were exposed to noise unanesthetized and unrestrained within a wire cage suspended in a wooden sound box. The base of the box was 58.4 cm square and the roof 45.7 cm square. The height of the front of the box was 70 cm, but only 55.9 cm at the rear. Thus, no two sides of the box were parallel. The wire cage was divided by a wire mesh partition and one mouse placed in each division. The cage was positioned so that the sound pressure within the cage varied by less than 0.5 dB SPL at 97 dB SPL. The exposure stimulus was generated by a custom-made white noise source (Institute of Hearing Research, Nottingham, UK), filtered to a bandwidth of 8-16 kHz (Kemo high pass VBF/8 and low pass VBF/23, Beckenham, UK), amplified (Marantz 1072, Roselle, IL), and delivered to a compression driver (JBL 2446H, Northridge, CA) connected to a flat front biradial horn (JBL 2380A, Northridge, CA) secured to the roof of the sound box. Sound exposure levels were measured at the same point within the cage before each exposure, using a 1/8-in. Bruel and Kjaer microphone and amplifier and adjusted to 103 dB SPL.
Ten-to-11-week-old mice were exposed to 8-16 kHz at an intensity of 103 dB SPL for 2 h. Auditory function and hair cell pathology was then assessed a week later and compared to nonexposed littermates that had remained in their normal environment throughout. A one-week recovery time was used to minimize temporary effects and has been used by other investigators (Yoshida et al. 2000) . To control for any effects moving the mice to the sound box for 2 h might have, a small group (n = 6) of 10-11-weekold +/Cdh23 v mice were placed in the sound box (two at a time) for 2 h with the sound source turned off and then returned to their normal environment. A week later their compound action potential (CAP) thresholds at all frequencies tested were not significantly different from 11-12-week-old +/Cdh23 v mice (n = 14) that had remained throughout within their normal environment (p > 0.05, t-test, data not shown). 
Auditory physiology
Auditory function was assessed by measuring compound action potential (CAP) thresholds. Mice were anesthetized with urethane (intraperitoneal injection of 2 mg/g), the middle ear cavity opened, and a recording electrode placed on the round window. Tone-burst stimuli of 15 ms duration, 1 ms rise-fall time, and a 100 ms interstimulus interval were delivered through a closed and calibrated sound system. The stimulus intensity was varied in 2 dB SPL increments to obtain the threshold for CAP detection. Threshold was defined as the lowest intensity for which a CAP response of 2 lV or more could be detected in the waveforms by eye. CAP thresholds were determined for 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 24, and 30 kHz. Note that mice were genotyped only after CAP thresholds had been measured. Threshold data were collected for three experimental groups. Group 1 comprised exposed and nonexposed mice (11-12 weeks of age) generated by crossing +/Myo7a
4626SB with +/Cdh23 v mice (sample size shown in Table 1 ). Genetic factors from both the shaker1 and waltzer stock contribute to the genetic background of these mice. Group 2 comprised exposed and nonexposed mice (11-12 weeks of age) generated by crossing +/Cdh23 v with +/Cdh23 v mice (sample size shown in Table 1 ). Genetic factors from the shaker1 stock do not contribute to the genetic background of these mice. Group 3 comprised nonexposed mice at 5-6 weeks, 11-12 weeks, and 23-24 weeks of age (sample size shown in Table 2 ). These mice were generated by crossing +/Myo7a
4626SB with +/Cdh23 v mice, so genetic factors from both the shaker1 and the waltzer stock contribute to the genetic background of these mice. The 11-12-week-old data in this group were also used in group 1. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed separately for each experimental group after confirming that the data satisfied the normal distribution. p values for comparison of the adjusted means (adjusted for variables in the model) were determined by post hoc analysis.
Scanning electron microscopy
Following electrophysiology, cochleas were fixed for approximately 12 h in 2.5% glutaraldehyde at 4°C and then dissected to expose the organ of Corti. Cochleas were processed for scanning electron microscopy (SEM), using the osmium tetroxide-thiocarbohydrazide (OTOTO) method as described by HunterDuvar (1978) and Self et al. (1998) , and coated in gold. Specimens were examined using a Phillips XL30 scanning electron microscope. Hair cell counts were made from regions centered at 14%, 33%, 58%, and 77% of the total length of the cochlear duct from the base. At each location approximately 150 lm of organ of Corti was sampled. The number of mice in each category for which hair cell counts were performed is shown in Table 1 . Stereocilia counts were made from outer hair cells (OHCs) in the innermost row at 55-60% of the total length of the cochlear duct from the base. The mean number of stereocilia and splayed stereocilia in the outermost (tallest) rank was calculated for each mouse by sampling 5-10 cells. Splayed 
RESULTS
Effects of genotype and age in mice not exposed to noise
Compound action potential (CAP) thresholds are raised at low and high frequencies in +/Cdh23 v heterozygotes. Mice carrying either a single mutant copy of Myo7a (sh1) or Cdh23(v) and mice carrying mutations in both these genes (double heterozygotes) were generated by crossing +/Myo7a
4626SB with +/Cdh23 v mice. Genetic factors from both the shaker1 and the waltzer stocks will therefore contribute to the genetic background of these mice. At 11-12 weeks of age, CAP thresholds for +/+ +/+ and +/sh1 +/+ mice did not significantly differ from one another at any of the frequencies tested (p > 0.05; Fig. 1A ). The interanimal variability for these two genotypes was relatively low; at 6 kHz thresholds were within 12 dB for both genotypes and at 24 kHz thresholds were within 28 dB for +/+ +/+ and 20 dB for +/sh1 +/+ mice (Fig. 1B, C) .
In contrast, CAP thresholds for +/+ +/v mice were significantly raised compared with +/+ +/+ mice at both low (3, 6, and 9 kHz) and high frequencies (15, 18, 24, and 30 kHz; Fig. 1A) . Thresholds at 12 kHz did not significantly differ between these two genotypes (p > 0.05; Fig. 1A) . Similarly, for +/sh1 +/v mice thresholds were significantly raised at low (3, 6, and 9 FIG. 1. CAP thresholds for 11-12-week-old nonexposed mice. A. Mean CAP thresholds for +/+ +/+, +/sh1 +/+, +/+ +/v, and +/sh1 +/v mice plotted against frequency scaled according to the frequency place map described by Ehret (1975) . * signifies frequencies at which thresholds were significantly different from those of +/+ +/+ mice (p < 0.05). Error bars represent SEM. CAP thresholds for +/+ +/v mice were significantly raised compared with +/+ +/+ mice at both low (3 kHz, +31 dB, p = 0.002; 6 kHz, +36 dB, p < 0.001; and 9 kHz, +29 dB, p = 0.004) and high frequencies (15 kHz, +19 dB, p = 0.047; 18 kHz, +30 dB, p = 0.001; 24 kHz, +53 dB, p < 0.001; and 30 kHz, +66 dB, p < 0.001). Similarly, for +/sh1 +/v mice, thresholds were significantly raised at low (3 kHz, +29 dB, p = 0.002, 6 kHz, +27 dB, p = 0.003; and 9 kHz, +24 dB, p =0.007) and high frequencies (18 kHz, +17 dB, p = 0.041; 24 kHz, +40 dB, p < 0.001; and 30 kHz, +51 dB, p < 0.001) compared with +/+ +/+ mice. B-E. CAP thresholds for individual +/+ +/+ (B), +/sh1 +/+ (C), +/+ +/v (D), and +/sh1 +/v (E) mice. For reference, the mean CAP threshold for +/+ +/ + mice has been plotted in grey. Mice heterozygous for Cdh23 v show greater interanimal variability than mice wild type at this locus. HOLME AND STEEL: Noise-Induced Hearing Loss in Cdh23 v HeterozygoteskHz) and high frequencies (18, 24, and 30 kHz) compared with +/+ +/+ mice (Fig. 1A) . Again, thresholds at middle frequencies (12 and 15 kHz) did not differ significantly between these two genotypes (p > 0.05; Fig. 1A ). CAP thresholds for +/+ +/v mice did not significantly differ from those of +/sh1 +/v mice at any of the frequencies tested (p > 0.05). In contrast to mice wild type at the v locus, interanimal variability was extremely large for +/v mice ( Fig. 1D, E) . At 6 kHz, thresholds varied by as much as 50 dB for +/+ +/v and 42 dB for +/sh1 +/v mice. At 24 kHz, thresholds varied by as much as 54 dB for +/+ +/v and 86 dB for +/sh1 +/v mice. Indeed, Figure 1E shows that the thresholds for some individual +/sh1 +/v mice were very similar to the mean +/+ +/+ threshold.
Hearing loss in Cdh23
v heterozygotes progressively worsens with age. To establish whether or not hearing loss in +/v mice worsens with increasing age, we next examined mice at 5-6 and 23-24 weeks of age. Because double heterozygotes did not significantly differ from +/+ +/v mice and there was no significant difference between +/sh1 +/+ and +/+ +/+ mice at 11-12 weeks of age, these groups were merged to increase statistical power. For mice wild type at the v locus, there was no significant change in CAP thresholds over time at any of the frequencies tested (p > 0.1; Fig. 2B ). The low-and high-frequency hearing loss observed in +/v mice at 11-12 weeks of age was already evident at 5-6 weeks of age as shown by the significantly raised CAP thresholds at 3, 6, 24, and 30 kHz in this group compared with +/+ mice ( Fig. 2A ). For the oldest age group (23-24 weeks of age), CAP thresholds in +/v mice were significantly greater than those of +/v mice in the youngest age group (5-6 weeks of age) at 15, 18, 24, and 30 kHz, demonstrating that the high-frequency hearing loss worsens with increasing age (Fig. 2C ). Interestingly, no significant increase in thresholds was observed at low frequencies (3 and 6 kHz) between 5-6 and 23-24-week-old +/v mice ( Fig. 2C ).
Basal hair cells are missing in Cdh23 v heterozygotes. Hair cell counts were made at four locations along the duct: centered at 14%, 33%, 58%, and 77% of the total length of the duct from the base. According to the frequency place map described by Ehret (1975) , these locations respond best to 60, 30, 12, and 6 kHz, respectively. In 11-12-week-old mice there was no significant difference in the number of inner (IHCs) or outer hair cells (OHCs) between +/+ +/+ and +/sh1 +/+ mice at any of these locations (p > 0.l; Fig. 3A , B). This is consistent with these genotypes having similar CAP thresholds (Fig. 1A) . In +/+ +/v mice, there were fewer IHCs and OHCs than in +/+ +/+ mice at the 14% (60 kHz) region (Fig. 3A, C) . In +/sh1 +/v mice, the number of IHCs, at this region were also reduced compared with +/+ +/+ mice but not by a significant amount (p = 0.26; Fig. 3A, D) . However, the number of OHCs in all three rows were significantly reduced in +/sh1 +/v compared with +/+ +/+ mice at this region (Fig. 3A, D) . For both genotypes, OHCs were more severely affected than IHCs, with OHCs in the innermost row the most vulnerable. The loss of hair cells at this location is consistent with the high-frequency hearing loss observed in these mice (Fig. 1A) . However, because of technical constraints, it was not actually possible to measure CAP Mean CAP thresholds for +/v and +/+ mice aged between 5 and 6 weeks. * signifies frequencies at which thresholds for +/v mice were significantly greater than those of +/+ mice (p < 0.05). Error bars represent SEM. CAP thresholds were significantly raised at 3 kHz (+22 dB, p = 0.0103), 6 kHz (+17 dB, p = 0.0284), 24 kHz (+26 dB, p = 0.001), and 30 kHz (+40 dB, p < 0.0001) in +/v compared with +/+ mice. B, C. Mean CAP thresholds for +/+ (B) and +/v (C) mice aged either 5-6 weeks, 11-12 weeks, or 23-24 weeks of age. * signifies frequencies at which thresholds were significantly greater than those of 5-6-week-old mice (p < 0.05). Error bars represent SEM. CAP thresholds for +/+ mice did not change with age. In contrast, CAP thresholds in 23-24-week-old +/v mice were significantly greater than those of 5-6-week-old +/v mice at 15 kHz (+30 dB, p = 0.0002), 18 kHz (+44 dB, p < 0.0001), 24 kHz (+34 dB, p < 0.0001), and 30 kHz (+16 dB, p = 0.0491) demonstrating that the high-frequency hearing loss worsens with increasing age. No significant increase in thresholds was observed at the low frequencies (3 kHz, p = 0.943 and 6 kHz, p = 0.3677) between 5-6-and 23-24-week-old +/v mice.
70 HOLME AND STEEL: Noise-Induced Hearing Loss in Cdh23 v Heterozygotes thresholds for 60 kHz. The highest frequency for which CAP thresholds were measured, 30 kHz, corresponds to the 33% region. At this location there was no significant reduction in the number of IHCs in +/ + +/v and +/sh1 +/v mice compared with +/+ +/+ mice (p > 0.1; Fig. 3A , C, and D). However, the number of OHCs in rows 1 and 2 were reduced significantly in +/+ +/v compared with +/+ +/+ mice. The 23% reduction in the number of OHCs in row 3 was not significant (p = 0.08; Fig. 3A, C) . The reduction in OHC numbers in +/sh1 +/v compared with the number in +/+ +/+ mice was not significant (Fig.  3A, D) . The loss of OHCs at the 33% region correlates with the raised CAP thresholds observed at 30 kHz in +/+ +/v mice (Fig. 1A) . At the 58% (12 kHz) region, there was no significant reduction in either the number of IHCs or OHCs in +/+ +/v and +/sh1 +/v mice compared with +/+ +/+ mice, which correlates with the observation that CAP thresholds did not significantly differ between these genotypes at 12 kHz (Fig. 3A , C, D, Fig. 1A ). At the 77% (6 kHz) region, there was also no significant reduction in either the number of IHCs or OHCs in +/+ +/v and +/sh1 +/v mice compared with +/+ +/+ mice despite the fact that CAP thresholds at 6 kHz were significantly raised (Fig. 3A, C, D, Fig. 1A ). Therefore, hair cell loss cannot account for the low-frequency hearing loss observed in these mice. Furthermore, no defects in the arrangement of hair cells within in the organ of Corti, their surfaces, or stereocilia were observed by scanning electron microscopy at this region (data not shown).
Hearing loss in Cdh23 v heterozygotes is dependent upon genetic background. Since +/v mice exhibiting a progressive hearing loss were generated by crossing mice with different genetic backgrounds (Cdh23 v : 75% CBA/Ca and 25% unknown background: Myo7a 4626SB : 50% CBA/Ca, 50% BS, and some BALBc background), we next investigated whether the hearing loss in +/v mice is dependent upon genetic background. Therefore, CAP thresholds were measured for +/+ and +/v mice with the mutation carried on the waltzer genetic background (75% CBA/Ca and 25% unknown) with no genetic contribution from the shaker1 stock. At all frequencies tested, the CAP thresholds of +/+ and +/v mice did not differ significantly at 11-12 weeks of age (p > 0.05; Fig. 4 ). This suggests that the genetic background on which the Myo7a 4626SB mutation is carried contains a modifier(s) that interacts with the single copy of the Cdh23 v mutant allele to cause progressive hearing loss. Alternatively, this background may carry a hypomorphic allele of Cdh23. Effect of exposure to noise
Heterozygotes for Cdh23 v are predisposed to noise-induced hearing loss on the waltzer/shaker1 genetic background. To test whether mice heterozygous for either Cdh23 v or Myo7a 4626SB or double heterozygotes are more susceptible to noise-induced hearing loss than wild-type mice, we exposed all four genotypes to noise for 2 h (bandwidth of 8-16 kHz and delivered at an intensity of 103 dB SPL). Mice were generated by crossing +/sh1 and +/v mice. Genetic factors from both the shaker1 and waltzer stock will therefore contribute to the genetic background of these mice. As we have shown, +/v mice have a progressive hearing loss on this genetic background. Mice were all 10-11 weeks old at the time of exposure. One week after exposure, their auditory function and hair cell pathology were assessed and compared with those of their littermates that were not exposed to noise. At 12 kHz, the frequency at the center of the bandwidth of noise used, thresholds were significantly raised in +/+ +/+ (p = 0.043), +/+ +/v (p = 0.002), and +/sh1 +/v (p < 0.001) but not in +/sh1 +/+ (p > 0.05) mice exposed to noise compared with nonexposed mice (Fig. 5A ). There was no significant difference in threshold shift between +/+ +/+ and +/sh1 +/+ at this frequency, nor for any of the other frequencies tested (p > 0.l; Fig. 5A ). In contrast, the threshold shifts for +/+ +/v and +/sh1 +/v mice at 12 kHz were significantly greater than those for +/+ +/+ mice (p = 0.028 and p = 0.017; Fig. 5A ). In addition to this frequency, the threshold shift at 15 kHz in +/+ +/v mice was significantly greater than the shift observed in +/+ +/ + mice (p = 0.034; Fig. 5A ). In +/sh1 +/v mice, the threshold shifts at 15 and 18 kHz were significantly greater than those observed at these frequencies in +/+ +/+ mice (p = 0.004 and p = 0.004, respectively; Fig. 5A ). A comparison of threshold shifts between +/ + +/v and +/sh1 +/v mice revealed no significant differences at any of the frequencies tested (p > 0.1; Fig. 5A ).
In addition to raised thresholds corresponding to the bandwidth of noise to which the mice were exposed (8-16 kHz), thresholds at 30 kHz were also raised in +/+ +/+ and +/sh1 +/+ mice (p = 0.001 and p = 0.01 respectively; Fig. 5A ). No significant threshold shifts were observed for +/+ +/v and +/sh1 +/v mice for this frequency (p > 0.05; Fig. 5A ), but it should be noted that these mice had approximately 35 dB of hearing loss at this frequency compared with +/ + +/+ mice without being exposed to noise (Fig. 1A) .
Individual thresholds for +/+ +/v and +/sh1 +/v mice exposed to noise varied by approximately 74 dB at 12 kHz, considerably more than the approximate 40 dB of variation observed at this frequency for mice wild type at the v locus. Indeed, 2 out of 17 individuals actually had thresholds lower than the +/+ +/+ mean (data not shown). This large interanimal variation is similar to the large variation in thresholds observed for this genotype without exposure to noise. However, it is not known if individual mice with low thresholds before noise exposure also have low thresholds after noise exposure because of the design of this study.
Effect of noise exposure on hair cells. One week after noise exposure hair cell loss was evident in both +/+ +/+ and +/sh1 +/+ mice. In +/+ +/+ mice, the number of OHCs per 100 lm was reduced by 50% (p < 0.0001) in each of the three rows at the 14% (60 kHz) region (Fig. 5B) . There was also an indication that the number of IHCs was reduced following noise exposure in this region, but this proved not to be significant (p = 0.10; Fig. 5B ). At the 14% (60 kHz) region of +/sh1 +/+ mice exposed to noise, the number of OHCs in row 1 was reduced by 30% (p = 0.0104), in row 2 by 40% (p = 0.0036) and in row 3 by 40% (p = 0.0022) compared with nonexposed mice (Fig. 5C ). Similar to +/+ +/+ mice, there was no significant reduction in the number of IHCs at this position along the cochlear duct following noise exposure (p = 0.73; Fig. 5C ). Unfortunately, we are unable to correlate hair cell loss in this region of the duct with CAP threshold shifts because it is not possible to measure thresholds at 60 kHz due to technical constraints.
At 30 kHz (33%), +/+ +/+ and +/sh1 +/+ mice exhibited threshold shifts of 29 dB and 23 dB, respectively (Fig. 5A) . Although not significant, there was a 10% (p > 0.1) reduction in the number of OHCs in all three rows of these mice at this position (Fig.  5B, C) . No hair cell loss was observed in either +/+ +/ + or +/sh1 +/+ mice at the 58% region which responds best to 12 kHz despite this being the frequency at the center of the bandwidth of noise exposed to these mice (Fig. 5B, C) .
Hair cell counts for +/+ +/v and +/sh1 +/v mice exposed to noise showed that at 14% (60 kHz) and 33% (30 kHz) noise exposure did not significantly increase the amount of hair cell loss inherently associated with these regions (Fig. 5D, E) . +/+ +/v and +/ sh1 +/v mice exhibited a relatively large threshold shift of approximately 35 dB at 12 kHz (Fig. 5A) , but no hair cell loss was observed at the 58% region which responds best to this frequency (Fig. 5D, E) .
Stereocilia damage in noise-exposed mice. Closer examination of the surface of OHCs at the 58% (12 kHz) region by SEM revealed that their stereocilia were damaged. Stereocilia damage was seen in all exposed mice irrespective of genotype. The stereocilia on OHCs of nonexposed mice were arranged tightly in three parallel ranks that formed a V-shaped pattern (Fig. 6A) . In noise-exposed mice, gaps were 72 HOLME AND STEEL: Noise-Induced Hearing Loss in Cdh23 v Heterozygotes observed within the ranks suggesting that stereocilia were missing (Fig. 6B, arrowhead) . We also observed splayed stereocilia that leaned outward from the bundle so that their tips were not in contact with the adjacent rank (Fig. 6B, arrow) . All three rows of OHCs were affected and, for an individual cell, the FIG. 5. Effect of noise exposure on CAP thresholds and hair cell numbers. A. Mean threshold shift a week after exposure to 8-16 kHz delivered at 103 dB SPL for 2 h for 11-12-week-old +/+ +/+, +/sh1 +/ +, +/+ +/v, and +/sh1 +/v mice. Threshold shifts were calculated by subtracting the mean threshold for exposed mice from that of nonexposed mice with the same genotype. They are plotted against frequency scaled according to the frequency place map described by Ehret (1975) . Frequencies at which threshold shifts differ significantly (p < 0.05) from those of +/+ +/+ mice are signified by *. The shaded box marks the frequency of noise used to expose these mice. Error bars represent SEM. B-E. Histograms showing the mean loss of IHCs and OHCs a week after noise exposure for 11-12-week-old +/+ +/+ (B),+/sh1 +/+ (C), +/+ +/v (D), and +/sh1 +/v (E) mice. Hair cell loss was measured at 14, 33, 58, and 77 of the total length of the cochlear duct from the base. The frequencies that each of these locations responds best to are shown in brackets. Hair cell loss was calculated by subtracting the mean number of cells in exposed mice from the mean number of cells in nonexposed control mice. * denotes a significant (p £ 0.01) increase in hair cell loss. Note that there was no significant loss of hair cells at the 58 (12 kHz) region of either +/+ +/v or +/sh1 +/v mice despite a large threshold shift (approximately 35 dB) at this frequency. Error bars represent SEM. ihc: inner hair cell; ohc1: outer hair cell in row 1, nearest the IHCs; ohc2: outer hair cell in row 2; ohc3: outer hair cell in row 3, furthest from the IHCs. HOLME AND STEEL: Noise-Induced Hearing Loss in Cdh23 v Heterozygotesoutermost (tallest) rank of stereocilia appeared to be the most severely affected. We quantified this damage by counting the number of stereocilia and the number of splayed stereocilia in the outermost rank of OHCs positioned in the row closest to the IHCs (row 1). There was a significant reduction (p < 0.0001 using a log-linear model for the group as a whole) in the number of stereocilia per rank for all genotypes from approximately 33 in nonexposed mice to 29 in exposed mice (Fig. 6C) . Similarly, there was a significant increase (p < 0.0001 using a log-linear model for the group as a whole) in the number of splayed stereocilia per rank from approximately 0.7% of stereocilia being splayed in nonexposed mice to approximately 6.0% being splayed in exposed mice (Fig. 6D) . Although +/+ +/v and +/sh1 +/v mice had a twofold increase in noise-induced threshold shift at 12 kHz compared with +/+ +/+ mice, neither the amount of stereocilia loss nor the increase in number of splayed stereocilia at the location that this frequency maps to differed significantly between these genotypes (p > 0.1). For all genotypes, the stereocilia damage observed at the 58% (12 kHz) region following noise exposure was not observed at the other three locations (77%, 6 kHz; 33%, 30 kHz; and 14%, 60 kHz) of the cochlear duct studied (data not shown).
The stereocilia on IHCs positioned at 58% (12 kHz) did not appear abnormal at a gross level one week after noise exposure. However, we were unable Scanning electron micrographs of the surface of OHCs, in the outermost row (row 3), 58 of the total length of the cochlear duct from the base. This region responds best to 12 kHz according to the frequency place map described by Ehret (1975) . A. Nonexposed +/sh1 +/v mouse, 11-12 weeks of age. Stereocilia are upright and arranged in a tight V-shaped bundle. B. +/sh1 +/v mouse, 11-12 weeks of age, a week after being exposed to 8-16 kHz delivered at 103 dB SPL for 2 h. Gaps within the ranks of stereocilia are present (arrowhead) as are splayed stereocilia that lean outward from the bundle (arrow). Scale bar = 2 lm. C, D. Histograms showing the mean number of stereocilia (C) and splayed stereocilia (D) in the outermost (tallest) rank. Only OHCs positioned in the row nearest the IHCs and 58 of the total length of the cochlear duct from the base were analyzed. Counts were made for nonexposed (black bars) and noise-exposed (white bars) +/+ +/+, +/+ +/v, +/sh1 +/+, and +/sh1 +/v mice a week after exposure. * indicates a significant difference (p < 0.05) between exposed and nonexposed mice. At the genotype level, only +/+ +/v mice had a significant increase in splayed stereocilia after noise exposure. However, the effect of noise on stereocilia splaying was highly significant for the group as a whole (p < 0.0001 using a loglinear model). Neither the amount of stereocilia loss nor the increase in number of splayed stereocilia differed significantly between genotypes (p > 0.1). Error bars represent the SEM.
to perform a quantitative analysis of IHC stereocilia because it was difficult to assign stereocilia to specific ranks or to judge whether they were splayed from our preparations.
Increased susceptibility to noise-induced hearing loss in Cdh23 v heterozygotes is dependent upon genetic background.
Since the hearing loss associated with Cdh23 v heterozygotes is dependent upon the genetic background on which the mutation is carried, we next investigated whether this was also the case for increased susceptibility to noise-induced hearing loss. Mice were generated by crossing Cdh23 v heterozygotes from the original waltzer stock, so that the mutation is on a genetic background (75% CBA/Ca and 25% unknown) on which it does not cause hearing loss in heterozygotes. At between 10 and 11 weeks of age, these mice were exposed to noise as previously described and their CAP thresholds compared with nonexposed littermates one week after exposure. Noise-exposed wild-type mice had significantly raised thresholds at 12, 15, and 30 kHz but not at 3, 6, 9, 18, or 24 kHz compared with nonexposed mice (Fig. 7) . Similarly, noise-exposed +/v mice had significantly raised thresholds at 9, 12, 15, 18, 24, and 30 kHz but not at 3 or 6 kHz compared with nonexposed mice (Fig. 7) . However, these threshold shifts did not significantly differ between +/+ and +/Cdh23 v mice at any of the frequencies tested (Fig. 7) . This demonstrates that the increased susceptibility to noise-induced hearing loss associated with Cdh23 v heterozygotes is indeed dependent upon the genetic background on which the mutation is carried.
DISCUSSION
Exposure to loud noise is known to damage the stereocilia of hair cells (Robertson 1982; Wang et al. 2002) . These structures are essential for mechanotransduction of sound (Hudspeth 1989) . In the present study, we explored the possibility that mice heterozygous for recessive mutations in genes known to be required for the formation and maintenance of the stereocilia bundle are predisposed to noise-induced hearing loss. Myo7a and Cdh23 are mutated in shaker1 and waltzer mice, respectively, causing deafness and disorganization of the stereocilia bundle in homozygotes Self et al. 1998; Di Palma et al. 2001; Holme and Steel 2002) . Our findings show that Myo7a 4626SB heterozygotes have no hearing loss at 11-12 weeks of age and are no more susceptible to noise-induced hearing loss than wildtype littermates. The Cdh23 v mutation was studied on two different genetic backgrounds. Cdh23 v heterozygotes with a genetic background contributed fully from the waltzer stock have no hearing loss at 11-12 weeks of age and are no more susceptible to noiseinduced hearing loss than wild-type littermates. In contrast, Cdh23 v heterozygotes with a mixed genetic background derived from both the shaker1 and waltzer stocks have hearing loss at both low and high frequencies, which is progressive at high frequencies, and are more susceptible to noise-induced hearing loss than wild-type littermates. This suggests that the shaker1 stock contains a hypomorphic allele of Cdh23 or a modifier(s) that interacts with the Cdh23 v allele to cause progressive hearing loss and increased susceptibility to noise-induced hearing loss.
Noise-induced hearing loss
Exposure to narrow-band noise typically raises hearing thresholds at frequencies corresponding to the exposure stimulus (tonotopic) and at frequencies higher than the stimulus (Yoshida et al. 2000; Wang et al. 2002) . In our study, exposure to noise with a bandwidth of 8-16 kHz raised CAP thresholds in Cdh23 wild-type mice by approximately 16 dB at 12 kHz and approximately 26 dB at 30 kHz, which is consistent with the expected pattern of hearing loss. The amount of hearing loss observed at these frequencies, following the same noise exposure conditions (8-16 kHz, 103 dB SPL for 2 h) and recovery FIG. 7 . Effect of genetic background on CAP threshold shifts. Graph shows the mean shift in CAP threshold a week after exposure to 8-16 kHz delivered at 103 dB SPL for 2 h for 11-12-week-old +/+ and +/v mice with no genetic contribution from the sh1 background. Threshold shifts were calculated by subtracting the mean threshold for exposed mice from those of nonexposed mice. For +/+ mice, threshold shifts were significant at 12 kHz (+18 dB, p = 0.008), 15 kHz (+19 dB, p = 0.006), and 30 kHz (+17 dB, p = 0.016) but not at 3, 6, 9, 18, or 24 kHz. Similarly, for +/v mice threshold shifts were significant at 9 kHz (+13 dB, p = 0.012), 12 kHz (+16 dB, p = 0.002), 15 kHz (+19 dB, p < 0.001), 18 kHz (+17 dB, p = 0.002), 24 kHz (+21 dB, p < 0.001), and 30 kHz (+28 dB, p < 0.001) but not at 3 or 6 kHz compared with nonexposed mice. Threshold shifts did not significantly differ between +/+ and +/ Cdh23 v -mice at any of the frequencies tested (3, 9, 12, 15, 18, 24 , and 30 kHz; p > 0.1). The shaded box marks the frequency of noise exposed to these mice. Error bars represent SEM. HOLME AND STEEL: Noise-Induced Hearing Loss in Cdh23 v Heterozygotestime (1 week) as used in our study, has been shown to vary considerably depending upon the strain of mouse used (Yoshida et al. 2000) . For example, CAP thresholds for 10-11-week-old CBA/Ca mice were raised by approximately 50 dB at 12 kHz and 30 kHz, while thresholds for 129/SvEv mice were raised by only about 10 dB at these frequencies (Yoshida et al. 2000) . The amount of hearing loss observed in the mice used in our study which have a heterogeneous background falls between these two strains. Although thresholds were raised at 12 kHz following noise exposure, we observed no hair cell loss in the corresponding region of the cochlear duct to account for this hearing loss. However, the stereocilia projected by OHCs at this region were damaged and this could account for the hearing loss at this frequency. This correlation between stereocilia damage and threshold shift has been previously observed for both OHCs and IHCs (Robertson 1982; Liberman 1987; Wang et al. 2002) . In mice, tonotopic damage to IHC stereocilia is seen immediately after noise exposure (8-16 kHz, ‡106 dB SPL for 2 h) and there is no evidence of recovery over a 2-week period .
In the extreme base of the cochlea we did observe OHC loss at regions corresponding to 60 and 30 kHz, though the latter was not significant. Therefore, hair cell loss could account for hearing loss at higher frequencies. Again, this pattern of hair cell loss (in the base, away from the region most sensitive to the frequency used to expose) has been previously observed for mice exposed to narrow-band noise at levels ‡100 dB and <116 dB SPL . It is not clear why cells in the extreme base should be lost when the noise stimulus contains little energy at these high frequencies. For example, the noise stimulus used in our study contains <30 dB of sound pressure at 60 kHz (measured with a bandwidth of 375 Hz; data not shown). However, the observation that basal hair cells from 1-2-day-old mice are more susceptible to the ototoxic effects of aminoglycosides in vitro than apical cells suggests that these cells may be intrinsically more vulnerable to environmental insults (Richardson and Russell 1991) . Furthermore, the majority of damaged cochleas, whether from genetic or environmental insult, show a greater tendency for basal turn hair cell loss than apical turn, supporting the suggestion that basal hair cells are intrinsically vulnerable.
At 12 kHz, Cdh23 v heterozygote mice, with a mixed genetic background derived from both the waltzer and the shaker1 stocks, have a twofold greater shift in CAP thresholds following noise exposure than wildtype mice. However, we detected no qualitative or quantitative differences in damage to stereocilia of OHCs in the first row at the corresponding region of the cochlear duct to account for this difference. Also, although not quantified, there did not appear to be any gross difference in damage to stereocilia of IHCs or OHCs in the second and third rows. This suggests that stereocilia damage may not be the only cause of hearing loss at this frequency. Loss of type IV fibrocytes in the spiral ligament and limbus and shrinkage of the stria vascularis have been reported in mice 2 weeks after exposure to narrow-band noise . Differential damage to these cell types in our exposed mice may therefore contribute to the difference in threshold shift between Cdh23 v heterozygotes and wild-type mice. This would imply that Cdh23 functions not only in hair cells but also in other cell types of the inner ear. Alternatively, abnormal Cdh23 function in the hair cell could have secondary effects on other cell types. A better understanding of the expression pattern of Cdh23 in the inner ear and pathology associated with noise-exposed Cdh23 v heterozygotes is needed to clarify this issue.
Age-related hearing loss
Predisposition to noise-induced hearing loss is not the only characteristic associated with Cdh23 v heterozygotes with a mixed genetic background derived from both the waltzer and the shaker1 stocks. These mice also have hearing loss at low and high frequencies that is already present at 5-6 weeks of age (the youngest age group studied). The highfrequency component of this hearing loss progressively worsens with increasing age. In the extreme base of the cochlear duct at a region corresponding to 60 kHz, extensive OHC loss and, to a lesser extent, IHC loss are observed in 11-12-week-old mice. This degeneration lessens moving away from the base, but OHCs are still missing at the region corresponding to 30 kHz. No hair cell loss is observed in the apex at a region corresponding to 6 kHz. Thus, hair cell loss can account for the high-frequency hearing loss observed in these mice, but not the low-frequency hearing loss. C57BL/6 mice exhibit a similar pattern of high and low-frequency hearing loss that progressively worsens from 6 weeks of age (Hequembourg and Liberman 2001) . Interestingly, the low-frequency hearing loss progresses at a slower rate than the highfrequency hearing loss. We studied a relatively small age range (18 weeks) which might explain why we did not observe a worsening of the low-frequency hearing loss in Cdh23 v heterozygotes. C57BL/6 mice lose hair cells in the base from 13 weeks of age and in the apex from 30 weeks of age (Hequembourg and Liberman 2001). This pattern of hair cell loss (basal cells lost first) and the fact that the low-frequency hearing loss in mice younger than 30 weeks of age cannot be accounted for by hair cell loss is also similar to our observations in Cdh23 v heterozygotes. Examination of the spiral ligament in C57BL/6 mice showed a decrease in the number of type IV fibrocytes in the apex of mice as young as 6 weeks of age and it has been proposed that this damage is the primary cause of hearing loss (Hequembourg and Liberman 2001) . Therefore, fibrocyte degeneration in the spiral ligament of Cdh23 v heterozygotes may also explain why we observed raised thresholds at 6 kHz but no associated hair cell degeneration.
Role of Cdh23 in predisposition to noise-induced hearing loss and progressive deafness Cadherin 23 is a member of a superfamily of transmembrane proteins that mediate cell-cell adhesion. In Cdh23 v homozygote mutants, the stereocilia bundle is disorganized and it has been proposed that Cdh23 may be a component of one of the extracellular filaments that crosslink stereocilia (Holme and Steel 2002) . These links are thought to be important in holding the stereocilia bundle together. Boeda et al. (2002) recently reported that Cdh23 could not be detected in stereocilia of mice older than post natal day 30, suggesting that Cdh23 could be involved in crosslinking only developing stereocilia. However, we do detect a phenotypic effect of a presumed 50% reduction in the amount of functional Cdh23 in the adult cochlea. It may be that Cdh23 elsewhere in the hair cell mediates the effects we see or that only small amounts of Cdh23 protein are present in mature stereocilia, below the detection limits of the technique used by Boeda et al. (2002) . Alternatively, in Cdh23 v heterozygotes, the stereocilia bundle may not attain maximum strength because of the proposed transient links being compromised during development. This may sensitize the bundle to the effects of noise exposure and aging in adulthood.
The stereocilia disorganization observed in Myo7a 4626SB homozygote mice is remarkably similar to that observed in Cdh23 v mutants (Holme and Steel 2002) . Recently, Myo7a has been shown to interact with harmonin which in turn interacts with Cdh23 (Boeda et al. 2002; Siemens et al. 2002) . All three proteins are present in the stereocilia, thus potentially placing Cdh23 and Myo7a in the same functional complex (Hasson et al. 1997a; Boeda et al. 2002) . Therefore, it is surprising that only Cdh23 v heterozygotes show increased susceptibility to noiseinduced hearing loss and not Myo7a 4626SB heterozygotes. Presuming a 50% reduction in Cdh23 and Myo7a protein levels in the respective heterozygotes, it suggests that this putative complex can tolerate a reduction in the level of Myo7a more than a reduction in Cdh23. Alternatively, Cdh23 may function in another cell type of the inner ear as previously discussed.
Potential modifier(s) of Cdh23 that cause predisposition to noise-induced hearing loss and progressive hearing loss
The ahl locus, responsible for age-related hearing loss and increased susceptibility to noise-induced hearing loss in C57BL/6 mice, has been mapped to chromosome 10 (Erway et al. 1996; Johnson et al. 1997 Johnson et al. , 2000 Davis et al. 2001) . The position of this locus overlaps that of Cdh23 and it has been proposed that they may be allelic . Our results show that hearing loss and increased susceptibility to noise-induced hearing loss in Cdh23 v heterozygotes are dependent upon a genetic contribution from the shaker1 background. Fifty percent of the shaker1 background is derived from the BS inbred strain, which was, in turn, derived from several common inbred strains at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Therefore, ahl may segregate in our shaker1 stock. If Cdh23 and ahl are indeed allelic, then it could explain why we observe hearing loss and increased susceptibility to noise-induced hearing loss in Cdh23 v heterozygotes with a mixed genetic background derived from both the shaker1 and the waltzer stocks.
Alternatively, the shaker1 stock may contain one or a small number of modifiers that interact with the single-mutant Cdh23 v allele to cause hearing loss and predisposition to noise-induced hearing loss. A mutation in the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) of the A/J strain of mice has been shown to exacerbate the hearing loss in mice homozygous for ahl . However, the Cdh23 v modifier(s) are not of mitochondrial origin since hearing loss and increased susceptibility to noise-induced hearing loss were observed in Cdh23 v heterozygotes with mtDNA derived from either the shaker1 or waltzer stock (data not shown). The modifier(s) is also not sex linked since male and female +/Cdh23 v mice were equally affected (data not shown).
Polymorphisms in autosomal genes associated with noise-induced hearing loss could cause hearing loss and increased susceptibility to noise-induced hearing loss in Cdh23 v heterozygotes. These include genes encoding neurotrophic and growth factors (Keithley et al. 1998; Shoji et al. 2000; Zhai et al. 2002) , enzymes involved in reducing the levels of reactive oxygen species (Ohlemiller et al. 1999 (Ohlemiller et al. , 2000 , proteins involved in the uptake of glutamate following release at the IHC-auditory nerve synapse (Hakuba et al. 2000) , and components of the olivocochlear efferent system (Maison et al. 2002) , all of which have been shown to influence susceptibility to noise-induced hearing loss. Perhaps the most relevant gene in the context of Cdh23 function is Atp2b2. This gene is mutated in deafwaddler mice causing deafness in homozygotes (Street et al. 1998) . Kozel et al. (2002) recently demonstrated that deafwaddler heterozygotes are more susceptible to noise-induced hearing loss than their wild-type littermates. A modifier of this gene (mdfw), causes hearing loss in deafwaddler heterozygotes, has been mapped to the same chromosomal location as ahl and Cdh23, suggesting that all three may be allelic (Noben-Trauth et al. 1997; Bryda et al. 2001; Zheng and Johnson 2001) . Atp2b2 encodes a plasma membrane Ca 2+ -ATPase pump that removes Ca 2+ from the stereocilia (Street et al. 1998; Yamoah et al. 1998) . It is conceivable that disruption of Ca 2+ homeostasis in the stereocilia could affect Cdh23 function since the homophilic interaction between cadherins is Ca 2+ dependent (Leckband and Sivasankar 2000). Thus, any polymorphisms in Atp2b2 may be good candidates as modifiers of waltzer.
